Medicators & Dosers

Mobile Cart

Chemical Injection Delivery System

Mobile Cart is of superior rugged technology
just like the SuperDos and MiniDos so you get
maximum mobility and durability. It can be
operated anywhere without electricity to precisely
inject liquid concentrates into a water supply line
using fluid flow as the power source.
SuperDos or MiniDos which are sold separately
are designed with a patented internal mixing
chamber that promotes homogeneous mixing,
while segregating harsh chemicals from critical
internal components.
Key Features
• Just the right amount of chemical is injected
each and every time regardless of pressure
and flow
• Made of medical grade steel and will not rust
• Solid wheels - No flat tyres
• Maneuvers easily down narrow aisles
• Twist II Clean filter included with each cart
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With our Mobile Cart, you can:
Reduce Cost
Proportional positive displacement ensures that
just the right amount of chemical is injected each
and every time, regardless of pressure and flow.
Chemical costs are reduced because of less
waste in the injection process.
Defy the elements
Our mobile systems feature medical-grade
stainless steel carts, so they’re impervious to
water and rust. You can leave our carts in place,
despite the weather.
Keep moving
Our mobile unit’s solid wheels ensure that you
always stay up and running, without the worry of
flats.

Stay steady
Hoses connect at axle level on the Mobile
Systems, to make them exceptionally stable while helping to prevent a costly tip-over.
Make applications easier
Our Injectors include A built-in On/Off bypass
allowing you to stop the injection – but not the
system.
Save time, money, and repairs
TwistIIClean® Filters are included with each
system, with our 5 second patented filter
cleaning. There’s no mess, no disassembly.

Navigation easily through aisles
Our Mobile Systems have narrow frames with a
17” wheel base, for easy access to tight aisles.
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